
Businesses are shifting from 
rigid office layouts and 
welcoming the age of flexible, 
collaborative working - this 
means companies are calling 
for furniture that is just as 
adaptable. 

Multi-functional and stylish, 
the Grid is both a divider 
and storage system rolled 
into one that can be fully 
customised to suit your exact 
requirements. Choose from 
alcoves, shelves and lockers 
to create something that 
works for you.

GRID STORAGE

• Available with
Lockers, Alcoves &
Shelves.

• Configured to your
specifications. Choose
how many Cubes &
Base units you’d like
and then add extra
components.

• Available in all 16
MFC finishes and 5
metalwork colours

Solutions 4 
Office Ltd
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Modular Design

Flexible working has introduced 
the need for spaces that 
encourage collaboration. The 
adaptive, modular design of 
the Grid means that it can 
be configured - and then 
reconfigured again quickly and 
easily to suit the ever-changing 
needs of the office space. 
The basic building-blocks of 
the Grid can be connected to 
create a framework entirely of 
your design, which can then be 
customised with accessories to 
enhance its functionality.

Storage

Office storage, even in the most 
modern office, has never been 
particularly inspiring. But a vital 
element of the Grid’s design 
is its ability to be customised, 
enabling the user to create a 
storage solution that is not 
only functional but exciting, by 
incorporating a combination 
of alcoves, lockers, and shelves 
as well as your own personal 
touches. Be as artistic as you 
like to create a masterpiece with 
your office furniture. 

Room Partitioning

Despite businesses opting for 
open plan offices there is still a 
need for zones within the office. 
Grid provides the ideal solution 
for creating open spaces that 
benefit from natural light whilst 
still maintaining a degree of 
privacy.  A wall of storage gives 
you a distinctive yet accessible 
space for a fraction of the cost 
of installing traditional office 
partitioning. 
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Code w d h Band 2 Band 3Band 1Grain

GRIDCUP8

GRIDCUP10

800 400 740

1000 400 740

£343

£366

L-R

L-R

Grid Cupboard
Includes hidden adjustable feet and shelf
25mm top. Lockable (2 keys)

Cube

Alcove
18mm carcass

£377

£403

£446

£476

Code w d h

CUBE4

CUBE5

400 400 400

500 400 500

£143

£157

Code w d h Band 2 Band 3Band 1To Fit

GRIDALC4

GRIDALC5

368 400 368

468 400 468

£120

£132

£132

£145

£144

£158

AN Anthracite | BK Black | C Cherry | CO Concrete | S Silver

HO Halifax Oak

Frame B Black | G Grey | LQR Clear Lacquer (+5%) | S Silver | WH White

Finishes  Band 1 NB  Beech | CA  Classic Ash | LO  Light Oak | MO  Modern Oak | M  Maple | PG  Plain Grey | PC  Portofino Cherry | SE Swiss Elm | WA Walnut | WH White

Band 2

Band 3

Note - each cube includes 4 dowels which are inserted 
underneath to allow fixing on top of another cube

Available in all metal finishes - see below

CUBE4

CUBE5

Note - each locker includes 4 locating pins which are inserted underneath AFTER 
positioning inside cube

Note - each alcove includes 4 locating pins which are inserted underneath AFTER 
positioning inside cube

Code w d h To Fit

GRIDLOC4PH

GRIDLOC5PH

GRIDLOC5CL

GRIDLOC4CL

368 400 368

468 400 468

368 400 368

468 400 468

£182

£198

£182

£198

£198

£216

£198

£216

£214

£233

£214

£233

Locker
Choice of Pull Handle (PH) or Combination Lock (CL)
18mm carcass

Band 2 Band 3Band 1

CUBE4

CUBE5

CUBE4

CUBE5
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Unit consists of:

1 x GRIDFB10
6 x CUBE5
1 x GRIDLOCP
1 x GRIDALC5
1 x GRIDPH5

Floor Base
Includes hidden adjustable feet
25mm

Code w d h Band 2 Band 3Band 1

GRIDFB8

GRIDFB10

800 400 30

1000 400 30

£65

£72

£72

£79

£78

£86

Shelf
18mm

Code w d h Band 2 Band 3Band 1

GRIDSH4

GRIDSH5

368 400 18

468 400 18

£42

£45

£46

£50

£50

£54

How to specify...
Cubes are designed to stack on top of each other either from the floor or sitting on a 740H cupboard. Dowels secure each cube to the 
one below and the bottom cube needs to sit on either a ‘Floor Base’ or a ‘GRIDCUP’ Base Unit. Cubes have to be stacked in multiples of 
two side-by-side and must never be stacked on their own.

X

Stainless Steel Plant Hanger
Hooks on cube top

Code w d h Band 1

GRIDPH4

GRIDPH5

395 395 15

495 395 15

£65

£73

or

Unit consists of:

1 x GRIDCUP10
5 x CUBE5
1 x GRIDLOCP
1 x ALCOVE5

Do not stack single 
cubes

To Fit

CUBE4

CUBE5

To Fit

CUBE4

CUBE5

To Fit

CUBE4

CUBE5

Note - each shelf includes 4 locating pins which are inserted underneath to hold in 
position
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